This paper focused on the resolution of the project's assignment problem. Several heuristics have been developed and proposed in this paper to serve as lower bounds to our studied problem. In a developing country, it is interesting to make an equitable distribution of projects in different cities in order to guarantee equality and regional development. Each project is characterized by its budget. The problem is to find an appropriate schedule to assign all projects to all cities. This appropriate schedule seeking the maximization of the budget in the city that having the minimum budget. In this paper, six heuristics were proposed to carry out the objective of resolving the studied problem. The experimental results show that the algorithm given by the heuristic P r 6 outperforms all other heuristics cited in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
The regional development is a very important thing for each country. Appropriate distribution of resources is primordial to guarantee social and economic stability. The economic cycle may directly be impacted by the development of cities. The principal main of this research is the allocation of the project. The problem is based on the fact that we have several regions and several projects to distribute to the regions. The principal goal of this work is to maximize the budget for the city that having the minimum budget. This goal will be presented as a maximization of the minimum total budget problem. This problem can be solved approximately using several heuristics. Given a set of projects to be distributed to different cities (regions). Each project has its budget and will be entirely assigned to a chosen city. Seeking the balancing of the budgets to all regions, we apply some heuristics to schedule projects on the regions to maximize the minimal total budget [1] . In our work, it is assuming that all regions are identical and have the same economic characteristic, this is meaning all regions can attract all given projects. Heuristics will be used to give a feasible dispatching solution of all projects. The unequal distribution of income across regions is studied in [2] which authors presented in the research work the theory of optimal control.
Other researchers use the operations research field applied in the allocation of investment using the dynamic programming problems with linear form. The regional allocation problem was studied to found the optimal solution proprieties [3] .
In our paper we propose to make dispatching of projects on cities by using several heuristics of the follows problem.
Minimizing the maximum total completion time for parallel machine P ||C min as defined in [1] . For the latter problem, an optimal method using a branch-and-bound algorithm was given in [1] . The developed algorithm used essentially the proposed tight lower and upper bounds.
In [4] , the authors developed a method for multi-mode resource with cost availability problems in the project assignment. Other approach is proposed based on differential search (DS) related to the conditions and constraints of the resource project assignment problem [5] . Recently, the author in [6] proposed three approximate Solutions to solve the problem that treated the project revenues but no experimental result is given in the latter work. Some randomized variants were developed as heuristics to solve approximately the problem of the aircraft turbines engines in [7] . Indeed, authors in the latter work show that the solution of the problem can be given by solving the maximization of the minimum completion time. This problem is the same one applied in the studied case in this paper. On other work type, authors in [8] , reveal the problem of allocation resources by resolving the problem using a nearoptimal solution. Recently, an equity algorithm is applied on routers to ensure the balancing assignment of data through different routers [9] . This latter research work utilizes the same approach of our studied problem. This presented paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the studied problem and we give some details for the problem in general. Section 3, presents six developed lower bounds through several heuristics for the studied problem. The experimental study is done in Section 4.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The problem proposed in this paper is the maximization of the minimum total budget. This problem is described as follows. Let a set P s that determined by the n p projects. These projects must be distributed to a fixed number of regions n r . We index each region R i by the index i. The estimated budget of each project j is denoted by b j . We can't assign the same project to different regions. Each project will be assign at only one region at a time. The studied problem concerns the maximization of the minimum total budget given by R min . The cumulative budget of the project j is given by the variable Cb j .
Example 1: Assume that the number of projects is 5 (n p = 5) and the number of regions is 2 (n r = 2). The budget b j for each project j is depicted in Table I . We schedule all projects on the regions applying a given algorithm. The schedule gave a result which is depicted in Fig.  1 . From the latter figure, we see that region 1 has projects 3, 1 and 4. However, for region 2, projects 5 and 2 are assigned. From Fig. 1 , we see that the region 1 has a total budget of 21. Nonetheless, region 2 has a total budget of 12. For this example, the maximum assigned budget is 21. However, the minimum total assigned budget is R min = 12. The goal is to give a permutation (assignment) that maximizes the minimum of the assigned total budget of R min . So, we have to search for other more performed heuristics that offers a minimum total budget better than 12.
Using the three-field notation in [10] , the studied problem can be denoted as P ||C min .
III. LOWER BOUNDS
In this research work, we give a comparison of the performance of the proposed lower bounds for the studied problem with the well-known dispatching rule LP T given in [1] . Indeed, we develop six lower bounds. Two strategies are proposed in this section to develop the six algorithms. The first strategy is based on the probabilistic method applied to the choice of the project which will be assigned to the regions. The second strategy is based on the Multi-Fit algorithm to be used for the proposed problem.
A. Non-increasing Budgets Order Heuristic (N IB)
In this dispatching rule, all projects will be ordered in the non-increasing order of its budgets. After that, we assign the project having the greatest budget on the region that has the minimum total budget at this time.
B. Probabilistic based Heuristics (P r k ) For this type of heuristic, our study is essentially based on the selection of the project having the biggest budget to be assigned to the region that has the minimum total budget with a probabilistic approach. The probabilistic selection between the k biggest project with k ∈ {2, 3, · · · , 6} for the heuristics {P r 2 , · · · , P r 6 }, respectively. The chosen project is selected among the k first project having the biggest budget with probability α. We denote by RD(a, b) the randomly function that return an integer between two limits (a, b). The calculation of the probabilistic selection is fixed as follows:
• r = RD(1, k). The picked project will be the r th biggest non-assigned project. We assign the chosen project to the region that have a minimum total budget. • Denoted by U p the number of non-assigned projects.
For a fixed integer k, we choose the iteration number as limit = 1500. The heuristic of the probabilistic project-region is the following:
Algorithm 1 Probabilistic project-region heuristic: P P R(k) 1: Set itr = 1. 2: Set P k = P . 3: r = RD(1, k). 4: Assign the r th biggest project ( L p ), to the region that have the minimum total budget.
The above algorithm is given for a fixed k.
The Algorithm 1 is used when the k value is fixed in advance. To develop the algorithm of the proposed heuristic we must iterate the above as the number between 2 and k. Indeed, the final algorithm which represents the probabilistic based heuristics P r k needs the iteration of P P R(j) from 2 to k. The calculation of the value of the heuristic P r k for a predetermined k is elaborated by as following algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Probabilistic algorithm P r k 1: for t = 2 to k do.
2:
Determine P P R(t). 3: end for 4: P r k = max 2≤t≤k P P R(t).
C. Multi-fit Projects based Heuristic (M F P )
The Multi-Fit heuristic is developed in several works in literature. For our proposed research work we propose an adaptive Multi-Fit heuristic. The main idea is based to found the minimum total budget when all projects will be assigned to the given regions.
The heuristic is based on the utilization of the bin-packing approach. For our case study, the region is considered as bin and the project as an item. Once the bin capacity is fixed, the First Fit Decreasing (F F D) algorithm is used to fit projects to the bin. The first step of the algorithm is to order projects according to their budget such that b
) and U is the value given by applying the LP T heuristic for the problem P ||C max . The number of reputation ite is fixed in advance. This number is used for the iteration of F F D. We set ite = 135 and n b denoted the number of bins used when we apply the F F D routine.
The algorithm below describe all instructions to calculate M F P .
Algorithm 3 Multi-fit Projects algorithm (M F P ) 1: Put k = 0, u = U ; l = L. 2: Calculate mi = u+l 2 , set k = k + 1. 3: Apply F F D with capacity mi. 4: If we can assign all projects n p into n r regions, after put u = mi and go to 5, else set l = mi and go to 5. 5: If k = ite then STOP, otherwise go to 2. 6: If n b > n r then the permutation obtained by N IB is selected, otherwise the permutation obtained by F F D is selected. The selected permutation noted by σ. 7: Calculate the C min of the permutation σ. 8: M F P = C min .
Example 2: Let n p = 10 and n r = 2. The following table represent the budget of each project. Applying the N IB heuristic for the instances given in Table II, the result will as follows. For the first region, we assign the projects {2, 4, 5, 8, 9} with a total budget of U = 304. For the second region, we assign the projects {1, 3, 6, 7, 10} with total budget L = 297. Then, mi = 304+297 2 = 302. Applying F F D function with capacity 302 and the teen items which is corresponding to projects in Table II . The region 1 has the projects {1, 4, 8, 9} and the second region will have the projects {2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10}. The first region has a total budget of 302 however the second one has a total budget of 299. Thus, C min = 299. On the other hand, the value returned by the heuristic LP T (N IB) is 297. So, the result obtained by M F P is better than N IB.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We adopt several instances of classes to discuss with results and show the developed algorithms comparing with the LP T cited in previous research works.
All algorithms proposed in this paper are coded with Microsoft Visual C++ (Version 2013). The developed algorithms were coded and running on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3337U CPU @ 1.8 GHz. The operating system is windows 10. The developed algorithms were running on five types of sets of instances. These types of instances were generated as presented in [1] . We generate the budget b j using to different distributions. Each distribution represents a class. The distribution of the classes are as following:
with U [a, b] represent the uniform distribution between [a, b] and N [a, b] represent the normal distribution. The generated instances was obtained by the choice of n p , n r and Class. The pair (n p , n r ) can have several affectation values. Indeed, we choose the affectation values given in Table III below. Table III shows that we have in total of 1650 instances. Several indicators are given in this paper to show the performance of the proposed algorithms compared with the LP T values proposed in the previous work and presented in [1] . The indicators are given as follows.
• Lm the best heuristic value returned after running of algorithms. • L the discussed lower bound.
• T ime the running time execution for heuristic. This time will be in seconds. • P erc the percentage among the (1650) instances that the condition Lm = L is satisfied. The above table shows that the heuristic that conducts the best value is P r 6 with P erc = 84.3% and T ime = 0.237s, compared to LP T rule that the corresponding percentage is 16.2%.
The following table represents the behavior of Gap according to n p . Table V shows that when varying the number of projects (n p ), the performance of the developed algorithms varies. The above table shows that there aren't any depends on the number of projects and the calculated GAP . For heuristics [LP T , M F P , P r 2 , P r 3 , P r 4 , P r 5 and P r 6 ] the best GAP value was obtained for the following values of n p [500, 300,500, 500, (10,500), 10, 10], respectively. Also this table shows that algorithm P r 6 having the best GAP when n p = 10 and the rule LP T having the worst GAP when n p = 500.
The execution time for heuristics in Table V is given in  Table VI . Table VII display the results of the GAP value according to the number of regions n r . The worst GAP value is given for algorithm M F P when n r = 30 and the best GAP value is given for algorithm P r 6 when n r = 3 or n r = 50. The Table IX present the variation of the calculated GAP according to Class. It is clear to see that the class instances and the GAP values are not correlated. For more statistics about the gap values, we present Table XI. From the Table XI, we can see that the maximum GAP is 171.59 obtained when n p = 100 and n r = 30 for the heuristic M F P . 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper treats the problem of the distribution of different projects having several budgets. The problem is NP-hard. We proposed in this paper several heuristics to give approximates solutions for the studied problem. The algorithms given in this work are tested through some classes of instances generated uniformly based on classes already proposed in the literature review. The results show that the probabilistic and iterative method outperforms the Multi-fit and dispatching rule algorithms. The results show that the algorithm P r 6 has the best GAP value through the tested instances. Future work can be
